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Arabella Martelli 
LLR electron 06Oct 2010New windows wrt BS

• Angle definition is wrt BS not the 0,0,0 frame           normalization to Lumi

 BARREL: well centered in 0

 Forward: better re-alignment to 0
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Arabella Martelli 
LLR electron 06Oct 2010New windows wrt BS

• Using tcMET (cut raiset to >25GeV - >20GeV before)           normalization to Lumi

 Better agreement: background is better rejected

 FPixel DPhi: small offset 
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010New windows wrt BS

• Looking at the windows for second hits in the TEC layers          normalization to Lumi

 DPhi: double peak 

 DR apparently ok
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010In more detail - neg pos charges

 Negative charges: Zero offset and no double peaks

o FPixel

o TEC
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010In more detail - neg pos charges

 Positive charges: offset visible and double peak in TEC DPhi

o FPixel

o TEC
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010First Windows

 Distributions raise more questions then answers...

o FPixel negative charges

o FPixel positive charges
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010First - second windows

• ... but correlations exist

 DPhi2 vs DPhi1: first hit in FPixel, second in FPixel or in TEC               (0.95<E/p<1.05 applied)

 second hits in TEC only                                                  no E/p cut applied
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LLR electron 06Oct 2010To understand

• Offset in FPixel DPhi distribution: ~1mrad (positive charges) ~ 0.5mrad (negative ones)

• Overall charge effect overimposed: double peak in DPhi

• DR1 in FPixel -> really strange shape

• ... ongoing
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2 July 2010Reminder

• Seeding matching strategy -> ECAL driven electrons

 from SCluster, for both charge hypothesis

 seeds are selected, if both the hits are found within reasonable windows around the 
expected position

 the beam spot position is the constraint for the 1st hit search

 vertex z is computed wrt 1st hit to look for the 2nd one

 windows used:

 => New cuts for second windows              “”                 “”                “”        ±6mrad (PXF & TEC)                                
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regions (1.442 < |ηSC | < 1.56). Electrons are from Z→ee decays for the signal and from QCD di-jet events
and phat

T within 15-170 GeV/c for the background. A cut value of 0.15 is used. After applying the preselection
cuts described in 4, it corresponds to an electron (resp. jet) efficiency of 98.8% (resp. 54.5%) overall, and of
99.3% (resp. 58.8%) in the ECAL barrel, 99.2% (resp. 48.6%) in the ECAL endcaps and 85% (resp. 53%) in
the transition region between the barrel and endcap parts. The efficiency of this cut as a function of the generated
electron pe

T is also shown on Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Performance of the H/E observable for the ecal driven seeding: (a) efficiency/rejection curves for all
electrons (solid line, black), for electrons in the ECAL barrel (dashed, red), in the ECAL endcaps (dashed-dotted-
dotted, blue) and in the transition region between barrel and endcaps (dashed-dotted, magenta); (b) efficiency as
a function of the generated electron pe

T . Electrons are from a sample of Z→ee decays for the signal and from a
sample of QCD di-jet events with phat

T = 15-170 GeV/c for the background. The preselection cuts described in
Sec. 4 have been applied.

The seeding algorithm combines pixel and TEC layers so to gain in efficiency in the forward region where the
coverage by the forward pixel layers is limited. The selection is made by matching the superclusters with trajectory
seeds build from hit pairs or triplets. Windows in φ and z (or transverse radius rT in the forward region) are used
to match the 2 hits of each trajectory seeds, taking into account both charge hypotheses. In case of triplets, at
least two out of the three hits are required to be matched. This procedure takes advantage of the fact that the
supercluster position is on the helix of the initial electron trajectory, so that one can predict the position of the
hits backpropagating the helix parameters through the magnetic field toward the innermost part of the measured
trajectory, before which radiation is unlikely to have occured. This strategy, developed for HLT, allows for an
efficient filtering of background from jets faking electrons. The first layer windows are made loose in both φ and
z (or rT ) in order to account for residual material effects and for the beam spot position uncertainty σz along the z
axis. Once a hit is matched on the first layer, this information is used to refine the helix parameters and a second
hit is looked for in the second layer using smaller windows. In order to further reduce the contamination from fake
electrons from jets, the first φ window is made ET dependent, where ET is the measured transverse energy from
the supercluster. The matching windows have been recently reoptimised [15] and their definitions are presented in
Table. 1.

1st windows 2nd windows
δz or δrT δφ δz δrT (PXF) δrT (TEC) δφ

10 GeV/c ±5σz [-0.14;0.08] rad ±0.09 cm ±0.15 cm ±0.2 cm ±4 mrad
35 GeV/c ±5σz [-0.05;0.03] rad ±0.09 cm ±0.15 cm ±0.2 cm ±4 mrad

Table 1: Definition of the seed matching windows. The ET -dependent first φ window extension is given for 10 and
35 GeV/c. σz is the beam spot width along the z axis.
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